A low-mass boson a, if it couples by a two-photon vertex, can be produced in the plasma decay process y,~yI+a and in the plasma coalescence process y, +yr~a, where y, and yI are transverse and longitudinal plasmons, respectively. The previously discussed y,~y, +a is kinematically suppressed. It is shown that a previous calculation of the Primakoff emission rate already includes these effects if T &&coo (plasma frequency eo) so that astrophysical bounds on the axion-photon coupling remain unchanged.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years there has been much interest in the possibility that hypothetical particles such as axions or neutrinos with exotic properties could provide an efficient energy-loss mechanism for stars. In order to estimate their emission rate from the stellar core one has to consider detailed production mechanisms because, due to the assumed large mean free path, they would not be in thermal equilibrium with the ambient plasma. If one has identified the dominant production process, one can set useful bounds on the relevant coupling strength if one relates the expected change of stellar evolutionary time scales to observational data. Now consider specifically a low-mass boson a which has a direct two-photon coupling. I shall always use the axion as a generic example, although these arguments pertain equally to scalar particles or to other light bosons such as the graviton which -as is "experimentally" shown by the bending of light by the Sun -also has a two-photon vertex. There is much current interest in the two-photon coupling of light particles because, in the presence of external electromagnetic fields, mixing effects between these particles and photons would arise, leading to possibly observable effects in laboratory experiments ' or in astrophysical magnetic fields. Furthermore, the two-photon decay of cosmic background axions would lead to an observable signal unless the coupling strength is sufficiently weak. The stellar evolution bounds' on the two-photon vertex are all based on the Primakoff effect ( Fig. l) where a photon converts into a boson in the electrostatic field of a nucleus or electron.
However, it was claimed by a number of authors" ' ' that the two-photon vertex would also lead to axion production from plasma decay y,~y +a, where y, is a transverse plasmon while y apparently was meant to be a "photon, " i.e. , a transverse excitation of the electromagnetic field with the dispersion relation k =m -k =0. In a plasma, however, all excitations of the electromagnetic field follow a nontrivial dispersion relation so that "massless photons" do not exist in this environment. Therefore the above process should be written as y,~y, +a, and then it is obvious that it is suppressed by energymomentum conservation. ' as been plotted in Fig. 2 There is no plasmon decay process with a transverse excitation in the final state. The astrophysical bound on the axion-photon coupling' remains at M -10' GeV.
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